
FITNESS AND SPA FACILITIES
FURNITURE SOLUTIONS FOR CHANGING AREAS



SAFELY STORE CLOTHES AND 
MORE BESIDES
Changing room lockers are used wherever people change clothes regularly. The areas of use are as diverse 
as the specific needs of the different user groups.

Since locker requirements can vary a great deal, C+P offers a comprehensive product portfolio.

Everything is possible – from a simple locker designed to meet basic requirements, to a particularly 
high-quality changing room solution for high technology and design demands. The sheer variety of comple-
mentary products means that individual customer requirements can be met.
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SPA FACILITIES
RELAX FROM START TO FINISH

People who go to spa facilities want to get three things out 
of their visit – rest, relaxation and the opportunity to switch 
off from their everyday lives.

Whether they’re going to a sauna, getting a massage, playing 
sports or meditating, they’re looking to relax both their body 
and their mind. The best way to succeed on this journey is to 
set everyday life aside in the changing room. And that’s why 
it’s important to create the right atmosphere there.

SPORT & FITNESS
CHANGING ROOMS FOR REAL
PERFORMERS

Whether you call it the “gym”, “studio”, “muscle factory” or 
simply “fitness center”, every mecca for sports enthusiasts is 
faced with the challenge of catering to the tastes and needs 
of an extremely diverse clientèle.

And we don’t just mean in the training area. It’s also about 
the front desk, the fresh food counter, the service, the price 
packages and, of course, the changing rooms. Especially in 
sports facilities, the changing rooms are the most important 
spaces in the establishment after the actual training area. 
They are where you can prepare for your workout or talk to 
other fitness fanatics.
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**See page 13 for the SVL, FVL and FVLD concepts

Fronts

Steel fronts Silenced

Wood-decor fronts MDF / HPL HPL HPL

Glass fronts

Ventilation concept

Self-ventilation EVL* SVL** SVL**

Forced ventilation   FVL** FVL** FVL**

Forced ventilation with drying FVLD** FVLD**

Internal walls

Smooth internal walls

Slanted roofs

Slanted roof

Slanted installation roof

EVOLO 
rises to every challenge

FITNESS. WELLNESS. C+P.

A relaxing session at a spa or fitness facility starts in the 

changing room. You don’t get a second chance to make a 

first impression. That’s why a special atmosphere is 

required here, regardless of the size of the establishment.

High-quality design that creates a feel-good ambiance 

through an extremely wide variety of shapes, materials and 

colors. Functional accessories and sophisticated technology 

for smooth and convenient operation, all tailored to the 

facility’s specific requirements. 

Choose the furnishing to suit your facility from the exten-

sive C+P product range. Our furniture solutions don’t just 

fit in perfectly with the entire interior design – they can 

even help to shape it, and therefore provide an incompa-

rable space experience. C+P offers you practical solutions 

for creative space planning – from easy-to-use planning 

tools to animated 3D visualization. 

We’re more than happy to advise you.
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Fronts

Steel fronts Silenced

Wood-decor fronts MDF / HPL HPL HPL

Glass fronts

Ventilation concept

Self-ventilation EVL* SVL** SVL**

Forced ventilation   FVL** FVL** FVL**

Forced ventilation with drying FVLD** FVLD**

Internal walls

Smooth internal walls

Slanted roofs

Slanted roof

Slanted installation roof

CAMBIO 
capable of more than others

PREFINO 
for maximum requirements
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EVOLO
Locker systems designed to carry out specific tasks are more common than 

you might think. EVOLO adapts to the requirements at hand. With the likes 

of the innovative exchangeable door front concept, which allows both steel 

and MDF or HPL decor doors. Or a variety of compartment sizes, sub-frame 

and useful add-on modules, not to mention sector-specific and custom 

solutions. You’ll also find the right response to your requirements in the 

complete Evolo range.

Wall-mounted lockers, various color combinations, different compartment 

sizes, open locker solutions, numerous locking and labeling options and 

much more besides. Evolo opens up all your options.

RISES TO EVERY CHALLENGE
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The standard Evolo steel 
doors with doorstop silencers 
are highly torsion resistant 
and have an enhanced bur-
glar-proof design thanks to the 
closed, side profiles. 

Steel doors

As an option: 
HPL (high-pressure laminate) or 
MDF (medium-density fiberboard) 
doors, equipped with a doorstop 
silencer and a surrounding, black 
gray-colored edge.

HPL or MDF decor doors
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EVOLO

	■  Sturdy steel construction, steel 
fronts, lots of locker variants

	■ 2 compartment widths: 300 and 400 mm

	■  Doors hinged on the right

	■  Easy-to-clean ventilation 
hole pattern: thanks to the smooth outer front  
(no protruding vent slots)

	■  Compartment bottoms smooth, easy to sweep out  
(with bench in front with cleaning slots)

Partition below  
the hat shelf:  
Made of steel, available with a 
swiveling design or fixed too.

Alternatively made of transpar-
ent plastic, movable and swivel 
design, low-maintenance.

Slot-in cover shelf:  
Made of steel, coated in black 
gray, can be easily retrofitted 
by the user (installation height 
250 mm), e.g. as a storage 
shelf or to protect clothes from 
dirty outdoor shoes.

Valuables compartment 
inside:  
Instead of the hat shelf. With 
cylinder lock. Can be supplied 
for compartment widths of 300 
and 400 mm.

… in the locker

Mirror:  
Can be supplied in two sizes 
(90 x 110 or 180 x 300 mm).

 Towel/shower gel holder:  
Made of stainless steel, 
can be supplied for the inside 
of steel and decor doors.

Flip-flop/shoe holder:  
Made of stainless steel, can be 
supplied for the inside of steel 
and decor doors.

… on the door

EQUIPMENT SOLUTIONS …
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Sub-frames

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

SYSTEMATIC VENTILATION

The Evolo ventilation concept provides effective ventilation and 

clothes drying. The flow pattern means it works without additional 

ventilation equipment. Uniform ventilation of the entire interior is 

guaranteed, even in lockers with a base.

The principle: 
The large air passage to the rear of 
the base ensures very good venti-
lation and drying in the compart-
ment. The hole pattern in the front 
also improves the efficiency of this 
process. Air circulates in plinth lock-
ers via openings above the recessed 
base.

Sub-frame with base 
Base height adjustable from 
the inside to make aligning 
individual lockers and rows of 
lockers an absolute breeze.

Sub-frame with legs
The plastic legs consistently 
underpin the linear design and 
feature a protective sleeve that 
covers the adjustment screw 
when the standard height 
adjustment is used. What an 
ingenious idea!

Bench built underneath the 
locker

Bench in front
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CAMBIO
CAMBIO from C+P is suitable for special requirements. Given 
how changeable and versatile it is, you can give your rooms a daz-
zling design and create a distinctive ambiance. The multi-function 
step system allows you to change the compartment sizes at a later 
date – e.g. when gym member numbers increase. 

One of the range’s USPs is its unlimited suitability for all areas of 
use and industries. This allows custom facilities that not only blend 
well into their surroundings, but also leave their mark on them at 

the same time, can be created in each location. Cambio from C+P 
is the right choice wherever attractive design is to be combined 
with optimum function.

CAPABLE OF MORE THAN OTHERS
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Steel doors are either single-walled 
with closed side profiles, or dou-
ble-walled with convenient body 
sound absorption. For maximum 
stability and the best burglar-proof 
design. 

With HPL (high-pressure laminate) 
doors as an option.

Steel or decor doors

Made of heavy-duty, plas-
tic-coated stainless steel special 
rope. Standard design for all 
steel and decor doors.

90° door opening limiter:
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CAMBIO

■ Innovative ventilation

and drying due to the SVL, FVL and FVLD concepts
■  Optimum use of space and interior design

thanks to corner, niche and end solutions
■  Sub-frame solutions designed to meet your needs

for adaptation to any room situation
■  Choice of many materials and colors to suit

every taste and every requirement
■ Body and steel doors electrolytically 

zinc-platedas standard
■ Plenty of space inside due to 1850 mm pure 

body height plus sub-frame (legs or base)

C+P double coat hooks:
Oval special changing room 
rail with twist-proof double 
sliding hooks. Can support a 
large load and is very easy to 
use, with system holder, e.g. 
for coat hangers or a movable 
partition.

Slot-in cover shelf:
Made of steel, coated in black 
gray, can be easily retrofitted 
by the user (installation height 
250 mm), e.g. as a storage 
shelf.

54° profile in the body:
The profile makes the locker 
even more sturdy and bur-
glar-proof. The compartment 
is also easier to clean, and 
clothes removal is both easier 
and more convenient. 

EQUIPMENT SOLUTIONS …
… in the locker

Mirror: 
Mirror can be supplied in two sizes 
(90 x 110 or 180 x 300 mm). 

Towel/shower gel holder:
Made of stainless steel, can be 
supplied for the inside of steel 
and decor doors.

Flip-flop/shoe holder:
Made of stainless steel, can be 
supplied for the inside of steel 
and decor doors.

… on the door
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SYSTEMATIC VENTILATION AND DRYING

SVL concept®

Self-ventilation concept (SVL) = effective 
drying without additional ventilation 
equipment!

(standard design)

FVL concept

Forced ventilation concept (FVL)  
means elimination of odors through  
high air exchange rates and improved  
drying – thanks to connection to an  
on-site ventilation system.

(additional equipment)

FVLD concept

Forced ventilation concept with drying 
(FVLD) means effective air exchange with 
an electric dryer and additional ventilation 
equipment!

(additional equipment)

Series numbering and picto-
grams:  
As a combination of foil digits, 
with seven characters each, 
and as a complete pictogram 
incl. text. In white aluminum or 
black gray.

Door numbering:  
As a combination of foil digits, 
with three characters each. In 
white aluminum or black gray.

Space orientation and labeling

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Sub-frame with base
Base height adjustable from 
the inside to make aligning 
individual lockers and rows of 
lockers easier.

Sub-frame with legs
The Cambio’s corrosion-free 
plastic legs are height adjust-
able from both the inside and 
the outside.

Sub-frames

Sub-frame with bench
Practical, integrated seat in the  
changing room. Makes  
cleaning under the rows  
of lockers easy.
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PREFINO
PREFINO meets the highest demands when it comes to comfort, design 

and technology integration. The large locker volume covers even extensive 

storage requirements

Do you set high demands? Do you value versatility and the option to rede-

sign? Is hygiene especially important in your rooms? Do you need online 

locking systems that are managed securely and linked neatly? Do you 

dream of creative room lighting solutions? 

Then PREFINO from C+P – the changing room and locker solutions special-

ist – is the right system for you.

FOR MAXIMUM REQUIREMENTS
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Doors double-walled  
with insulation in  
sandwich construction  
with convenient body  
sound absorption.

Steel doors

As an option:  
HPL (high-pressure laminate) 
doors, also with doorstop 
silencer, or doors made of 
8 mm thick, colored enameled 
safety glass. 

HPL or glass doors
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PREFINO

■ Extra-large locker capacity 

for more storage space 

■  Special interior fi ttings 

for practical and tidy lockers

■  Totally hygienic

thanks to smooth internal walls and bases

■ Optimum use of space and interior design 

thanks to versatility and reconfi gurability

■  Double-walled design

for interior lighting, safe and clean online locking 

systems and much more besides

■ Body and steel doors electrolytically zinc-plated

as standard

Towel holder:
For compartment width of 300 
mm, made of stainless steel, 
can be supplied for the door 
inside of steel and decor doors.

Flip-flop/shoe holder:
Made of stainless steel, can be 
supplied for the inside of steel 
and decor doors.

Towel/shower gel holder:
For compartment width of 400 
mm, made of stainless steel, 
can be supplied for the inside 
of steel and decor doors.

Mirror: 
Mirror can be supplied in 
two sizes 
(90 x 110 or 180 x 300 mm). 

… on the door

EQUIPMENT SOLUTIONS …
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Door designs

Steel doors:
Double-walled and insulated, 
with the classic elegance of an 
unrivaled material.

HPL doors:
Made of high-pressure 
laminate, 13 mm thick and 
available in a variety of 
appealing decors.

Glass doors:
Classy door design made of 
8 mm-thick, color-enameled 
safety glass.

Doors with real-wood 
veneer:
The right choice for a 
sophisticated ambiance.

Smooth outer door surfaces:
Clean locker appearance due 
to internal hinges – even on 
glass doors.

Safe with PIN code lock:
The sturdy safe is permanently 
installed and provides safe 
protection for all valuables.

Safety

Smooth internal walls:
Clean and hygienic – for easy 
cleaning and decontamination.

Sub-frame with base:
Base instead of the legs,
steel version, height adjustable

Sub-frame with legs

Valuables compartment:
Instead of the hat shelf. Can 
be supplied for compartment 
widths of 300 and 400 mm.

Classy appearance – easy cleaning

Sub-frames

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

Bench with storage box 
underneath:
The seat serves as a lid that 
can be opened only by the user 
of the locker. It ensures that 
bags, helmets, and other items 
can be stored comfortably and 
removed easily.

Benches in front with 
HPL seat: 
This version as well as the 
variant with storage box 
underneath can also be 
retrofitted on request. 
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E = EVOLO
C = CAMBIO
P = PREFINO

C C C CP P P P

C C C CP P P PE E E E

C C C CP P P PE E E E

Safety turning bolt:  
The locking mechanism cannot be destroyed by overwinding,  
since the locking cylinder only engages once the padlock has  
been removed.

Cylinder lock:  
As a plate cylinder, pin cylinder 
or dimple lock. Also available 
with master key function 
license plate on request. 

Coin-operated lock: 
As a deposit or token-operated 
lock with practical twin coin 
function, plus as a ticket- 
operated lock.

Mechanical locking systems

LOCKING SYSTEMS

Electronic online locking systems

Locking system with central info terminal:  
While the compartment is opened with the data carrier directly at 
the locker, the central display provides details of the compartment 
assignment and the free compartments available.

Locking system with central control unit:  
The compartment is opened centrally – either with the data carrier 
or using a PIN code.

Electronic offline locking systems

PIN code lock:  
The simple solution with freely 
selectable PIN code. Ideal wher-
ever keys or data carriers are 
not desirable.

RFID lock: 
Electronic locking system with 
print function and various forms 
of data carrier integration.

PIN/RFID/NFC lock: 
Variable locking system with several operating variants – 
from PIN code, to transponder and even NFC technology.

RFID = Radio frequency identification (using a transponder)
NFC =  Near-field communication (transmission standard for contactless data exchange)18



COLORS AND DECORS

You can find our wide range of colors and 
decors at cp.de/en/color-concept

HOLISTIC SERVICE

Consulting and planning Product data

Logistics Installation Aftersales service

Visualization
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C+P Möbelsysteme GmbH & Co. KG 

Boxbachstrasse 1 · 35236 Breidenbach 

Tel.: +49 (0)6465 919 – 888 · Fax: +49 (0)6465 919 – 555 

info@cp.de · www.cp.de

Visit us at www.cp.de 

and discover our entire range 

of furniture solutions

C+P is a pioneer in sustainability and quality!

Our quality, environmental and energy management systems have been certified to ISO 9001, 

14001 and 50001 by the German Management System Certification Company (Deutsche 

Managementsystem Zertifizierungsgesellschaft, or “DMSZ” for short). 


